Abstract. Medium pressure type pipe robot speed fluctuation mechanism is studied. we consider that the causes of speed fluctuation are Frictional resistance mutations. Compression effect of Fluids medium and the reaction of robot speed. According to the different between the motion state of pipe robot and frictional resistance mutation trend, we make numerical simulation by using Matlab to determine the speed fluctuations law on different parameters.
Introduction
Medium pressure pipe robot achieve self-driving relying on both ends of fluid medium pressure difference and need to infiltration in the fluid medium and to maintain contact with the pipe wall in run-time. However, for long-distance pipe, the fluid medium pressure and flow often changes. The pipe friction characteristics on different locations are different. This makes the robot often stop-go and faster or slower. Pipeline robot speed fluctuations will bring a series of problems, such as the measurement data of detection devices is not accurate and robot body or pipe components are injury etc. In order to control the speed of robot, it is necessary to study the mechanism of the robot speed fluctuations [1] .
The causes of pipe robot speed fluctuation
The prerequisite of robot movement is its driving force not less than its driving resistance. Its driving force mainly is determined by both ends of fluid medium pressure difference, and the driving resistance is determined by the friction between robot ring and pipe wall. The main cause of robot speed fluctuations are Frictional resistance mutations [2] . Compression effect of Fluids medium and the reaction of robot speed [3] . Assuming the robot has a good seal and no fluid leaks. At the initial time, pipe robot flow as the fluid medium with the same speed. Pipe robot speed fluctuation will follow the following process, "Enter (leave) resistance mutations area--Robot speed decreases (increases) --Fluid pressure difference increases (decreases) --Robot speed increases (decreases) ". The process repeats, it cause robot stop-go and fast or slow.
Pipeline robot speed fluctuations mathematical model
Medium pressure pipe robot achieve self-driving relying on both ends of fluid medium pressure difference. Figure 1 a) 
4.1 Friction suddenly increase at movement the dynamic equation is:
System is underdamped state, damping ratio The equation is: 
System is underdamped state, damping ratio The equation is: The case of the friction suddenly increase and reduce is essentially same, is due to friction resistance mutation caused speed fluctuation. But the trend in the case of friction resistance suddenly decrease at static state is the same as friction suddenly increase at movement state. When the speed influence coefficient, Robot quality, Equivalent stiffness, Equivalent damping, Friction resistance mutation value in three cases are same, the simulation results shown in Figure 2 . When the friction resistance suddenly decrease at static state, speed fluctuation in initial stage is most obvious. Robot speed can accelerate from 0m/s to 11m/s instantly. But in other two cases, the limit speed is less than 8m/s. So, under the same conditions, the speed fluctuation in stop-go state is more serious than that in faster or slower state. Therefore, we should try to avoid the pipe robot to stop. 
Conclusions
The main factors of affecting speed fluctuation conclude the speed influence coefficient, Robot quality, Equivalent stiffness, equivalent damping and Friction resistance mutation value. Through the above analysis, we can finf the following conclusions: The larger the friction resistance mutation is, the more obvious speed fluctuation is .
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Under the same F ∆ conditions, the speed fluctuation in stop-go state is more serious than that in faster or slower state. Therefore, we should try to avoid the pipe robot to stop. Equivalent stiffness and equivalent damping depend on the nature of the physical environment of the pipe and the fluid medium is the inherent properties of the system. It is difficult to adjust by manpower. For long-distance pipe lines, regulating the fluid speed will increase the operating costs, and the flexibity is not high. In addition, the quality of pipe robot is constrainted by structure and material, cannot change freely, and too large quality will increase the friction resistance. So, in order to avoid the speed fluctuation, we should start from the friction resistance mutation value and speed influence coefficient.
